
Raised By Owner Resolution
RIM Issues

PostalCode etc. need to based on standards Scott H. Farrukh Change State to StateProv, post QR
make Classification a sibling of Association Will do, remove associationTypes for classification
Merge AuditableIdentity and Contact All agree. Defer for post QR submission
Define contraints in RIM interfaces like NOT NULL All agree. Defer for post QR submission
Define max lengths on String attributes in RIM All agree. Defer for post QR submission
Need to add slotType attribute All agree. Predine slotTypes for LW classification and I18N
Change enumeration design so it is a registered and 
required
ClassificationScheme All agree. pre QR.
Need to address resolvability of Content URI Nikola Where contentURI is defined say that it is guareneteed resolvable.
Need review of DTD Farrukh All agree, pre QR
DTD needs semantic rules associated with elements All agree. post QR
version in every request response message.
Get rid of it.

All agree. Address versioning in context conformance clause. 
Should be specified in CPP

Need registry/client CPP All agree, post QR
Change Package to RegistryPackage All agree, post QR

RS Issues
Need NLS example All agree, post QR
Sequence diagrams are not based on ebXML 
Metamodel post ebXML, SH suggestion to use UML Meta Model Talk to Karsten

DTD Issues
Do we need separate IN/OUT version of elements (e.g. 
ExtrinsicObjectIn Vs. ExtrinsicObjectOut)
Need examples of instances of certain elements All agree
Need registry version in RegistryProfile ??
ebXMLError is outdated, do we sync with latest post QR
DTD in appendix Vs. DTD in main body inconsistency

FilterQuery Issue
DTD element and attribute names sometime do not 
match RIM. All agree. 



align the error handling between main DTD 
(ebXMLError) Erase flag in 8.2.1 post QR.
Is ResonsibleOrg in or out post QR
Need at least 1 example of FilterQuery Done
xxReference elements seem to provide a alternate 
reference
mechanism from ObjectRef element in main DTD. One 
solution may be to
rename xxReference to xxView and think of them as 
light weight views of
the actual RIM type All agree. Replace with xxView
We are missing ability to filter Organization by 
PostalAddress. Fixed by fixing Rule 7 and 8 in 1762, 1767 RS 0.86


